
Get your weekly groceries without having to
pause your busy lifestyle

DoorDash offers tens of thousands of non-restaurant retail stores
across North America including Albertsons Companies, Aldi, BJ’s
Wholesale Club, CVS, Dollar General, Kroger, Sprouts, and
Walgreens

NEWS RELEASE BY YOURUPDATETV

Recently, Multimedia Reporter and Trend Expert, Milly Almodovar conducted a satellite media

tour to share tips on how to get your weekly groceries without having to pause your busy lifestyle

and sacrifice any of your time.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/zoJgne9Nq-U 

DoorDash offers tens of thousands of non-restaurant retail stores across North America

including Albertsons Companies, Aldi, BJ’s Wholesale Club, CVS, Dollar General,

Kroger, Sprouts, and Walgreens

More and more consumers want faster, easier and affordable ways to get their essential items the

same day without sacrificing time or quality.
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DoorDash launched on-demand grocery delivery in 2020, and over the last few years, it has

accelerated its growth beyond restaurants, introducing on-demand grocery, convenience store

delivery,, and more on the DoorDash app with partners including Albertsons-Safeway, Aldi, Dollar

General, Hy-Vee, Meijer, Sprouts, Walgreens, and Wawa®. Today, there are tens of thousands of

non-restaurant retail stores on the DoorDash platform across North America.

DoorDash grocery delivery can help you save on time and money. “With DoorDash, you can

eliminate all the fuss of waiting in long lines and looking for parking” says Almodovar. It ’s

convenient, easy, and more affordable than you may realize. You can save with DoorDash thanks

to frequent deals, discounts, and more. The delivery app has been trusted to deliver meals from

your favorite restaurants, and now, they can deliver your groceries too to make your favorite meals

at home. Right now the best deal you can get is 30% off your first grocery order of $30 or more

with the code: WEGETGROCERIES. So not only is DoorDash saving you money, but they’re saving

you time and you know that ’s priceless.”

Its mission is to bring the best of every local neighborhood to consumers on-demand, from the

weekly stock up to the last-minute ingredients needed for dinner tonight.

The DoorDash app is available in the app store for iPhone and Google play store for Android.

For more information, visit doordash.com/grocery-delivery.

 

BIO: About Milly Almodovar

Milly Almodovar is the former Senior Beauty Editor of Cosmopolitan for Latinas, now multimedia

reporter, hispanic trends expert and TV Lifestyle and Beauty expert. You can find her on shows like

Good Morning America, The Today Show, Rachael Ray, Dr Phil, etc. When Milly isn't working, she

enjoys watching true crime shows and taking salsa lessons.
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